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Abstract: The statistical procedure for deterrnination of the relation type - equivalence 

or tolerance - in a finite set on the basis of multiple comparisons with random errors is 

presented in the paper. The procedure consists of two tests based on probabilistic 

inequalities; it is extension of approach presented in Klukowski 2006. The test statistics is 

based on a mixture of some random variables; it rests on estimated form ofboth relations. 

Two cases are examined: aggregation of multiple comparisons of each pair with the use 

of the average and the median. The estimates of the relations are obtained on the basis of 

some discrete programming tasks. 
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1. lntroduction 

The methods of estimation of the relation form - equivalence or tolerance - presented 

in Klukowski 1990, 2002, 2007 are based on the assumption, that the type of the relation is 

known. In practice it may be often not true; therefore the decision rule for determination the 

type of the relation (the model of data) is necessary. In the paper some statistical procedure 

for this purpose is proposed. It is based on two statistical tests, which rest on: estimated form 

of the relations and some probabilistic inequalities. The estimators of the relations exploit the 

idea the nearest adjoining order (see Slater P. 1961, David 1988). The test statistic is based on 

a mixture of some random variables; two parameters of one component of the mixture are 

determined: the expected value and variance evaluation. Multiple comparisons are aggregated 



with the use of the average or the median. Let us notice, that the tolerance relation can be 

regarded as a case of fuzzy relation with the membership function equal to one for some 

number ofsets. The example ofsuch relation is a set ofpatients with some disease, which can 

be result of many sources, e.g. sclerosis can be a result of: mode of life, nutrition, genetic 

structure or any conjunction of these features. 

2. Basic definitions and notation 

The equivalence relation (reflexive, symmetric, transitive) divides the set X into n1 

(n1 ;;>:2) subsets x:(IJ (r=l, ... , n1) with empty intersections, i.e. : 

X= Ux:(ll, for r * s, (I) 
r=l 

where: {O} - empty set. 

The tolerance relation divides the set X into n2 (n2;;>:2) subsets x:(2) (r=l, ... , n2) with 

at least one non-empty intersection, i.e. the relation is not transitive. It satisfies the conditions: 

X = U z ;<2l (n2 ;;>:2) and there exists at least one pair of subsets x ;c2J, x :<2l (~) with non-
r =I 

empty intersection: x:(2) nx;c2J *{O} . 

The equivalence relation is characterized with the use of the function T1 : X x X • D, 

D = {O, I}, defined as follows: 

( O if there exists x :(I) satisfying the condition (x,, x1) E z :ciJ, #j; 

T1(x1, xJ = { 
l I otherwise. 

(2) 

The tolerance relation is characterized with use of the function T2 : X x X• D, 

D = { O, I}, defined as follows: 

( O ifthere exist q and s (q=s not excluded) such, that: (x1, x1)e x:(2) n x:<2\ #j; 

T2(X;, X1) = { (3) 
l I otherwise. 



It is assumed, that the function T2(·) characterizes completely the tolerance relation, 

i.e. there exists one-to-one relationship between the relation form and the function T2(-). The 

requirement is satisfied e.g., when each subset x:(2> includes an element x1, that is not 

included in any other subset x:c2> (1/'FS) (i.e. X;E x:c2> and x;~ x:c2>). 

In the paper it is assumed, that the type of the relation (equivalence or tolerance) in the 

set X (i.e. the function Ti(,) or Ti(-)) is not known and it has to be determined on the basis of 

pairwise comparisons gk(x,, x1) (k=I, ... , N; (x,, lj)EX x X) disturbed with random errors. Each 

comparison determines homogeneity or non-homogeneity of elements from the pair only. The 

homogeneity means inclusion to the same subset (also to an intersection of some subsets), 

non-homogeneity - inclusion into different subsets. In other words the comparisons gk(x1, x1) 

do not determine directly the type of the relation; they are only the base for inference. 

The result of comparison gk(x1, xj) is the function: 

gk:XxX • D, D={O,l}, (4) 

which evaluates homogeneity of the elements x1 and x1 (inclusion to the same subset), i.e. the 

"true" value T1(x,, x1) or T2(x1, x1). 

It is assumed, that the probability of correctness of each comparison satisfies the 

conditions: 

P(gk(x,, lj)=TJ.x;, xj)) ~ I - ó, b'e(O, ½), (Sa) 

P((gk(x;, x1)=Tf._x;, x1))n(gi(x,, x,)=Tf..x,, x,)))=P((gk(x,, xj)=Tf..x,, lj))P(g,(x,, x,)=TJ.x,, x,)), (k#) 

(Sb) 

where:/ - equals l or 2 - according to the actual relation in the set X. 

The conditions (Sa), (Sb) means that the probability of correct comparison is greater 

than in correct one and that the random variables gk(x1, x1), gi(x,, x,) are independent for /i;;ć/. 



Let us notice, that any comparison gi_x,, x1), which satisfy the conditions (5a, b), may 

be equal to Tf...x;, x1) (f=l or 2) or not, as a result of a random error. In particular, the 

comparisons obtained for the equivalence relation may be not transitive (e.g.: gi_x,, x1)=0, 

gi_x1, xk)=O and g,,(_x1, Xk)=l), while comparisons for the tolerance relation may be transitive. 

Such comparisons may be obtained as results of statistical test, which determines the 

inclusion to the same subset and does "not know" the relation type. 

The methods of estimation of both relations have been proposed in Klukowski (1990, 

2002). In the case of multiple comparisons (N>I) the values g,,(_-) (k=I, ... , N) are agregated 

with the use of the average or median. In the first case the estimated form of the equivalence 

relation is obtained (under the assumption, that the type of the relation is known) on the basis 

of the discrete optimization task: 

(6) 

where: 

x:'l, ... , x~'l - an element offeasible set (any form of the equivalence relation in the set X), 

I(x;'l, ... , x~'l) - the set of all indices <i,J> satisfying the conditions: 

i,jE{l, ... , m}, J>i; 

<i,J>E I(x:'), ... , x~')) <=:> 3q such, that: (x;, X1)E x~'), 

J(x;'l, ... , z~'l) - the set of all indices pairs <i,J> satisfying the conditions: 

i,jE{l, ... , m}, 1>i; 

<i,J>E J(x\'l, ... , x~'l) <=:> it does not exist q such, that: (x,, x1)E x~l. 

The optima! solution of the task with the criterion function (6) (estimated form of the 

equivalence relation) will be denoted with the symbols x:'· .. >, ... ,z~·av> . The solution can be 

characterized with the function: 

11 



ro ifthere exists q in the relation x:l,av), ... ,i~.av) such, that (x;, xJ)E i~l,av), #J; 

tt) (x;, Xj) = ~ (7) 

l 1 otherwise. 

The minimal value of the function (6) equals zero; it is assumed in the case 

gk(x,, xJ)=i\avl(x,,x1) for each (x;, xj)E X x X and k (k=l, .. . , N). It should be noticed, that the 

estimated form of the relation may be not unique, because the number of optima( solutions of 

discrete problem can exceeds one; the unique estimate can be selected randomly or with the 

N 
use ofan additional criterion, e.g. min [ l: I: gk(x, ,x1)] . 

.rP', ···• .r~•> <i,J >el(.r}0, ... z~''> k=I 

In the case of the median from comparisons gk(x,, x1) (k=l, .. . , N; N -

uneven; (x;, x1)E X x X) the estimated equivalence relation is obtained (under the assumption, 

that the type of the relation is known) on the basis of the discrete optimization task: 

(8) 

where: 

g<m•.NJ(x,,x1) - the median from the comparisons g1(x;, ~), ... , gN(x,, ~). 

Let us notice that the median g<m•.NJ(x,,x1) is equal to the majority in the set 

{g1(·), .. . ,gN(-)}; if fgk(-)<f, then g<m•.NJ(-)=O, intheoppositecase g<m•.NJ(-)=l. 
k:::I 

The optima) solution of the task with the criterion function (8) will be denoted with the 

symbols x:'·m•J, .. . , i~•m•> . The solution can be characterized with the function: 

r O ifthere exists q in the relation x:'·m•J, .. . ,i~•m•J such, that (x;, x1)E i~•m•J, #J; 

i[m•)(x,,x1)~ (9) 

l l otherwise. 



The minimal value of the function (8) equals zero. The estimated form of the relation 

x:•·m•J, ... ,,i~·m•> may be also not unique. 

In case of the tolerance relation the optimization tasks assume the form - respectively: 

(10) 

(11) 

where: 

x:2i, ... , x~2> - an element offeasible set (any form of the tolerance relation in the set X), 

I(z:2i, ... , z~2l) - the set of all indices pairs <i,J> satisfying the conditions: 

i,)E{l, ... , m}, j>i; 

. ( <2l <2l) ::i ( I d d) h h ( ) <2l <2l <1,J>EJ x, , ... ,z. <:::>::,q,s q=snotexcu e suc ,t at: X;,x1 EXą nz,, 

there exists at least one nonempty intersection, i.e. z~2l n z;2l (<[t'S); 

J(z:2i, ... , z~2l) - the set of all indices <i,J> satisfying the conditions: 

i,)E{l, ... , m}, j>i; 

· J( <2l <2l) h d . h h · ( ) (2J · <1,J>E z, , ... , x. <:::> t ere oes not ex1st q suc , t at. X;, x1 E Xą , 

g<m•.NJ(x,,x1) -the same as in (6). 

The properties of the tasks (10), (11) are similar to the properties of the tasks (6), (8). 

Optima! solution of each task corresponding to the tolerance relation will be denoted -

. I •(2,av) •(2,av) •(2,m,) •(2,m,) Th I . b h . d . h h respective y: X, , ... , X.;, or X, , ... ,X.;, . e so ut10ns can e c aractenze w1t t e 

use of the functions i~av)(x,,x1) or i~m•l(x,,xJ defined as follows: 

r O, if there exist q and S (q=s not excluded) such, that: X;, Xj E ,i~2-av) I, z;2·av), #); 

it>(x,,x) =i (12) 

l 1 otherwise. 



r O, ifthere exist q and s (q=s not excluded) such, that: x1, ~E i~7,m•J n z:2·m•J ,i~j; 

tim•)(x1,Xj)~ (13) 

l 1 otherwise. 

3. Procedure of testing of the relation type 

As it was mentioned above, both types ofrelation can be estimated on the basis of the 

same pairwise comparisons g,/._x,, xj)- In the case of unknown relation type the question arises 

which of them is true model of data. 

The procedure proposed below rests on the differences between comparisons and 

estimated form ofequivalence and tolerance relation. The procedure consists of two statistical 

tests. In the case of averaged comparisons the test statistics is a function of inconsistencies 

between comparisons g,/._x;, xi) (k=l, .. . , N) and the functions itl(x,,xj), itl(x, ,x) , for the 

pairs (x, , xj), which satisfy the condition itl(x, ,xj)~it)(x,,xj)- In the case ofmedians from 

comparisons, the basis of the tests are inconsistencies between: g<m•,NJ (x1, x j) and the 

functions it')(x,,xj), tim•)(x, ,xj), for the pairs (x;, x1), which satisfy the condition or 

3 .1 . Tests for the case of averaged comparisons 

The basis for the tests proposed are the random variables Sifk, defined as follows : 

where: 

Jr;'l - the set of all pairs of indices <i,J>, which satisfy the condition: 

Utl(x,, x) and itl(x,, x) defined - respectively - in (7) and (12)). 

The condition, which define the set Jr;'l, means that: 



• in estimated form of the tolerance relation the elements x, and x1 are included in an 

intersection of two subsets x:2·""> nz:2·""> (q=s not excluded), while in (estimated) 

equivalence relation they are included in different subsets 

or 

• in estimated form of the tolerance relation the elements x, and x1 are not included in any 

intersection of subsets (also in the same subset), while in (estimated) equivalence relation they 

are included in the same subset. 

The test statistics s-••.Nl is the sum of random variables S;Jk (<i,J>E 1<:->, k=l, .. , N) 

divided by the number of elements in the sum; it assumes the form: 

(av,N) _ I I N 
s - N(J'~'>N L L sljk, 

"' <i,j>eJ(,:"> k=l 
(15) 

where: # (IS"">) - number of elements of the set IS""> . 

The properties of the statistics s<av.NJ depend on actual relation type in the set X. Let 

us consider firstly the case of the tolerance relation; the expected value and the evaluation of 

variance of the variable s<av,N) are determined below. 

For simplification it is assumed, that probability of an error in each comparison 

gk(x,, x1) (k=l, ... , N;j.ri) is equal to ó (see (Sa)). In the case, when same probabilities are 

!ower than Jthe properties of the procedure proposed (the probabilities of errors in the tests) 

are not worse. 

In the case when tolerance relation exists in the set X, the estimated form of the 

relation is equivalent to the actual (errorless result of estimation), i.e. x:2·"">, ... , i~•""> = 

•(2) •(2) • h h b b'I' P( •(2,av) •(2,av) - '(2) •(2) I (2)) J h' h x, , ... ,x,., , w1t te pro a 11ty X, , ... ,z., =X, , ... ,z., R . n t 1s case te 

equalities it\x,, x 1) =Ti(x,, x,) ( <i,J>E IS"">) hold. Moreover, each expression 



variable; its distribution can be determined on the basis of the properties of the comparison 

(random variable) gk(x;, x;). The probability function of each random variable 

li;""l(x,, x)-g.(x,, xJI (<i,J>E J~av)) is determined as follows (assuming equality in (5a)): 

P(jitl(x,, xi)-g.(x,, Xj)I = O I it\) = T20) = 

P(g.(x,, Xj) = tiav)(x;, X1) I ,r(•) = T,O) = 1-ó, 

where: it\) = T20 means equality for all pairs (x,,x) e XxX. 

(16a) 

(16b) 

Under the assumption it)(x,, xi)~itl(x,, x1), the probability function of the random 

P(jifav)(x,, Xj)- g.(x,, Xj)I = 11 it)o = T,O) = 

P(g.(x,, Xj) = i;°")(x,, x) I i~av)o = T,O) = 1-ó. 

(17a) 

(17b) 

The probabilities (16a) - (17b) result from the fact, that for <i,J>e 1<:> inequalities 

The equalities (16a)-(17b) indicate: 

P(Sij•=-I1 i;°">(·)=T20)= 

p [q,t>(x,, x)-g.(x„ xJ = O)n(lit)(X;, x)-g.(x,, X1)I = I)I ,r(·)= T,0 ]= ó, 
(18) 



P(SiJ> = 1 I f~av\•) = T2(-)) = 

p rq1t>(x;, Xj)-gk(x;, X1)I = 1) r, (li~av)(x;, Xj)- gk(x;, x1)I = O) I it\) = T20l = 1-o. (l 9) 

It follows from (18) and (19) that in the case, when the tolerance relation exists in the 

set X, the expected value Ei(SiJk) and variance Var2(SiJk) of each random variable S,1k, 

<i,J>E 1<:->, assume the form - respectively: 

Var2(SiJk) = (-1-(1 - 28))2 8 +(1-(1 - 28))2 (1-8) = 4o(l - o). 

(20) 

(21) 

Each random variable s(av,NJ is the sum of the variables SiJk divided by their number 

#(J<:;'l)N. Therefore, the expected value of the variable S(av.NJ equals: 

(22) 

The variance Var2(S(av,NJ) of the random variable S(av,NJ is evaluated under an 

assumption that any random variables S1Jk and Srsk (Ig,~, which satisfy the conditions #r, s 

and j;er, s, are independent (i.e. their covariance equals to zero), while remaining variables 

may be dependent. The number of covariances equal to zero (for individual k) is denoted 

L(J';'l); ifthe assumption does not hold, thenL(ISavl)=O. The evaluation ofvariance of the 

variable S(av.NJ is based on the following facts: each variance of S;Jk is equal to 46(1-b) and 

each non-zero covariance C(SiJk, S„k) is not greater, than 4~1-b). Moreover the number of 

variances Vari(S11k) (<i,J>E JSavl) is equal to #(ISavl) and number of covariances (in the set 

condition: 

equivalent to: 

(23) 



'· 

1 

The right-hand side of the inequality (23) can significantly exceed the actual variance 

Var 2 (s<av.N)), because covariances C(S1,k, Srsk) may be lower than Var2(S,1k), in particular -

negative. More precise evaluation of the variance requires some additional knowledge about 

covariances C(S1Jk, Srsk)- Sometimes their values can be evaluated, e.g. when the comparisons 

· gk(x1, x1) are obtained from statistical test and covariance of test statistics is known. 

The properties (22) and (23) of the random variable s<av.N) are valid in the case of 

I . . I f h I I . (' •(2,av) ,(2,av) - •(2) •(2) ) If . error ess est1mat10n resu to t eto erance re atlon 1.e. z, , ... , z., = ,r, , ... , z., . 1t 

is not true, then the properties mentioned do not hold. The value of the variable s<av,N) 

obtained for any estimation result (errorless or not) can be treated as a realization of some 

mixture of the variables. However, the properties (the expected value and the evaluation of 

variance) of only one random variable from the mixture - corresponding to errorless 

estimation result - can be determined (without difficulties). Let us notice that the probability 

ofthe errorless estimation result P(z:2• .. l, ... ,_i~·avJ=z:(2), ... ,z:2lj R<2l) is also not easy to 

determine; it can be evaluated with the use of simulation approach, e.g. boot-strap techniques. 

In the case, when the equivalence relation exists in the set X and the result of 

estimation is errorless the distribution of the random variable s<av.N) (defined in (15)) can be 

obtained in similar way. The distributions of the random variables Jit)(x,,x1)-gk(x,,x1)/ 

and Jit)(x,,x1)-gk(x,,x1)/ (<i,J>EJ<;'l) are determined as follows (assuming equality in 

(Sa)): 

P(jit)(x,, Xj)-gk(x,, X1)I = 0 I i[av)o = T,O) = 

P(gk(x,, x) = i[av)(x,, x) / it\-)= T,O)= I-ó, 

PQitJ(x,, x1)- gk(x,, X1 )/ = 1 I itl(,) = T, O)= 

P(gk(x,, x1) * itJ(xi, x1)) I it\) = T, O)= ó, 

(24a) 

(24b) 



P(li~av)(x,, x,)-g.(x,, x,)I = o I it)o = T,(·)) = 

P(g.(x„ x,) = it)(x1, x,)I i[av)(·) = T, (·)) = ó, 

P(li~av)(x,, x,)-g.(x,, x,)I = l I it)O= T,O) = 
P(g.(x„ x,) ;ć i~av)(x„ X1)I i(av) = T,(-)) = 1-ó. 

From (24a) - (25b) it follows, that: 

P(S;,•=-11 it)(x,,x,)=T.(x,,x1))= 

(25a) 

(25b) 

p [Qit)(x,, x,)-g.(x,, x,)I = O)nq,~av)(x„ Xj)- g.(x„ X1)I = 1) I it)o = T,OJ = 1-o, 

(26a) 

P(Sijk = 1 / ,:av)(x,, x,) = T, (x,, x,)) = 

P rq,rcx,, x,)-g.(x,, x,)/ = l)n(lit)(x,, x,)-g.(x,, X1)I =O)/ it)o = T,OJ = ó, (26b) 

where: it\) = T, (-) means equality for all pairs (x,,x1) E XxX. 

The formulas (25a) and (26b) are the basis for determination of expected value and 

variance of each random variable S,1.: 

Var1(S1j1J = 40(1- o). 

(27) 

(28) 

The form of above parameters allows to determine the expected value and evaluation 

of variance of the random variable s<av.NJ, when the equivalence relation exists in the set X. 

The expected value equals: 

(29) 

while the variance satisfy the condition: 

Var, (S(av,N)) :-;; 1i(#(I ,.)- 2L(J ,.)!#(I ,.))o(l-ó), (30) 

the same as condition (23). 

The properties (29) and (30) hold for the equivalence relation, when errorless 

estimation result occurs. However, with the probability 

·' 

A. 



1-P(,i;1·avl, ... , i~,av) = z ;oi, ... , z : 1l I R <1l) the result of estimation is different than errorless 

one. Therefore, the value of the random variable s<av,N) can be treated as a realization from a 

mixture of distributions, with similar properties, as in the case oftolerance relation. 

On the basis of expected value and evaluation of variance of the random variable 

s<av.N), for both relation types, it is possible to determine some tests for distinction them. The 

Tschebyshev' s inequality can be used as the basis of the tests: 

P(/ X-E(X)/ > AOJ < -}, , 

where: 

X - a random variable with expected value E(X) and variance o; 

A - positive constant. 

The test for verification the tolerance relation in the set X rests on expected value and 

evaluation of the variance of the random variable s<av,NJ. The null and alternative hypothesis 

(H2,o and H2,1) of the test can be formulated in the following way: 

H2,o: E(s<av,N)) = I - 25, 

H2,1:E(s<av,N))=2o- I, 

with the critical region: 

AJav,N) = { s <av,N) I s<av,N) <I-20 -Aa~av,N ) }, 

where: a~av,N)_ square root of the variance Var2(s<av,N)) evaluation, i.e.: 

The form of the test for the equivalence relation is "symmetric": 

Hi.o: E(s<av.N) )= 20- I, 

Hi.i: E(s(av,N))= I - 25, 

with the critical region: 

(31) 



(32) 

(a~"",NJ -the same, as in the fonnula (31)). 

The tests may be used together or separately (one of them only). In the first case, their 

critical regions A<;"'Nl (/ = 1, 2) have to be non-overlapped; the value of parameter A may be 

different in each test; it leads to different probabilities of errors in the tests. In the case, when: 

2i5-l+Jar'·N><l-2ó-Aa~""·N>, there exists some non-decision region of the procedure. The 

evaluations of the probabilities of errors are detennined below. 

Application of one test only allows to reject hypothesis H2,o or Hi.o (significance test); 

the altemative hypothesis can assume the form H2,1: E( s<av.NJ )<1-2ó or H1,1: E(s<av,NJ )>2i5-l. 

Let us notice, that if the exact values or evaluations of covariances C(S;1k, Srsk) are 

known, then the critical regions Af'·NJ (/ = 1, 2) can be determined more precisely; it 

improves the properties of the tests. Moreover, the critical regions of both tests are based on 

(two-sided) Tschebyshev inequality. Thus, the probabilities resulting from the inequality are 

overestimated, because the tests exploit one side of the inequality. 

The properties (20), (21 ), (27), (28) of the statistics s<av.NJ are valid in the case of 

errorless estimation result of the relation form. The probability of the errorless estimation 

result is !ower than one; therefore, the evaluation of the first and the second type error in the 

tests (31) and (32) has to be corrected with the probability. Denoting the significance level of 

the tests with the symbol d•v) (its value results from the term I/ ,ą, 2 in Tshebyshev' s 

inequality) the corrected significance Ievel can be expressed, for the equivalence relation, in 

the form: 

1-(l- (av))P(-v(11,av), •(1,av)= '(I) '(l)J R(I)) 
(X' A, ···,Z;;I -Zi , ... ,zm . (33) 

The fonnula (33) results from the fact, that the probability of correct decision (the 

opposite event to the first type error) in the test is greater than 1-d•vl, but it is valid in the case 

/, 



of errorless estimation result (probability of this event is equal to 

P( •(l,av) •(l.av) - '(I) '(I) I (I))) Th fi h b b'l' lav) · I · I' db h X, , ... ,x,. =X, , ... ,z,. R . ereore,t epro a 11tyl-1r 1smut1p1e yt e 

probability of conjunction: the errorless estimate and verification result. The corrected 

significance level is higher than dav); the increase of the probability resulting from the fact, 

that test statistics is based on the mixture of the random variables and parameters of one 

random variable from the mixture are determined only. The correction of the first type error 

for the tolerance relation is performed in the same way. 

The evaluation of the probability of the second type error is obtained under the 

assumption, that value of the parameter A is the same in both tests. The probability can be 

evaluated for both tests in the following way. 

In the case of the tolerance relation, the second type error occurs, when H2,0 is 

accepted (i.e. scav.NJ:?:I-2b'.-lat·Nl), while the equivalence relation exists in the set X (i.e. 

E(s<av.NJ I H1,0)=2b'.-1). The probability ofsuch event can be evaluated in the following way: 

P(S(av,N) -(26-1 ):?:l-2ó-(2ó-l)- Aa~""·NJ J H1,o) = 

P( s<av.N) -(2ó -1 ):?:2(l-2b)-la~""·N) I H1,o) = 

where the value of ,ą,f'.;;'l results from the relationship (the expression ,ą,f~l arN> is positive 

under assumptions made): 

The probability of the second type error in the case of the equivalence relation (i.e. 

E(s<av.N) I H2,o)=l-2b) is obtained in similar way: 

1 



P( s<av,N) s;2c5-l Ha~av,N) I H2,o) = 

P(s(av,N) -(l-2ó):52c5-l-(l-2ó)Ha~av,N) I H2,o) = 

P( s<av,N) -(l-2ó):52(2c5- 1 )+ Aa~av,N) J H2,o) = 

P(s(av,N) -(l-2ó):5 ,i~~) arN) I Hro) s; P( I s<av,N) -(l-2ó) I<': I ,i~~) a~av,N) I ):5 1/ /4~~>2 , (36) 

where: 

(37) 

Let us no tice, that the values ,i~~>2 and ,if ~>2 are equal for the same value of the 

parameter ,i in both tests; therefore the evaluations of the second type error probabilities are 

also the same. 

Evaluations (34), (36) correspond to the case of errorless estimation result, while the 

realizations of the random variable s<av.N) are obtained from the mixture of distributions. 

Therefore these evaluations have to be corrected - similarly, as in (33). Denoting the 

probability of the second type error, resulting from inequalities (34) and (36), with the symbol 

p•v), the corrected probability of this error can be expressed, for the equivalence relation, in 

the form: 

(38) 

Let us notice, that if converges to zero and 

P(x:'·av>, .. . , i~,av) = x~<'>, .. . , x:') I R(')) converges to one, then the probability (38) does 

converge to one and the test is consistent. It seems, that the condition N• oo guarantee 

consistence of the test. The correction of the error for the tolerance relation is performed in 

the same way. 

A 



3.2. The median approach 

In the case of the median approach it is assumed that the number of comparisons is 

uneven N (N=2z+I; FO, I, .. . ,) and that the distńbution functions of comparisons g,(x;,x1) 

(k=l, . . . , N; (x;, Xj)EX x X) of the pair (x,, Xj) are the same for each k. Under these 

assumptions the problem is similar to the case of one comparison of each pair. Its role plays 

the median g<m•.N>(x,,x1) from comparisons g1(x1,x), . .. , gN(x,,x) (the median is 

equivalent to majority in the set {g1(·), ... , g.,,(-)} - see Klukowski 1994, point 5.2) and the 

probabilities P(gm,,N (x;, x1) = T 1 (x;, x1)) (f equal to I or 2) assume the form: 

(39) 

The value of the probability (39) may be determined on the basis of the probability 

function of the binomial distribution ( or evaluated for large N). Let us notice that for 5 < ½ 

the probability P(g'm•.N\x;,x1)=T1(x„x1)) converges to one for N• oo (because 

~ I „ i 
? CA--c-1.f)oe· 

The evaluation of the probability (39) will be denoted: 

P(g'm•.N)(x,,x) = T 1(x;,x)) ~ l-11m,,N. (40) 

Thus, the procedure for the median case can be constructed in the same way as in the 

averaging approach - using the evaluation (40) instead of(5a). The random variables and tests 

corresponding to the median case assume the following form: 

S -J•(me)( ) (m,,N)( )I 1•(m,)( ) (m,,N) ( )I 
ij,m• - /1 X;,Xj -g X;,XJ -12 X;,XJ -g X;,XJ (41) 

where: 

JSm•> - the set of all pairs of indices <i,J>, which satisfy the condition: 



u:m•)(x,, Xj) and ,r•)(x,, Xj) defined - respectively - in (9) and (13)). 

The test statistics scm,,N) is the sum of random variables S,1,m, (<i,J>E /~m•l) divided by 

the number of elements in the sum; it assumes the form: 

(42) 

where: # (l:•l) - number of elements of the set f,;•l . 

The properties of the statistics scm,,N) depend on actual relation type in the set X. Let 

us consider firstly the case of the tolerance relation. The expected value and the evaluation of 

variance of the variable scm,.N) are determined below (assuming equality in (40)). 

In the case w hen tolerance relation exists in the set X, the parameters of the variable 

s(m,,N) are as follows (assuming equality in (40)): 

P(l •(m•)( ) (me.N)( )I- O I •(m•J( )-T ( ))-/2 x,, Xj -g x,, Xj - l2 ' - 2 ' -

P( (m,,N)( )-•(m,)( )! •(m•)()- ())-} g X;, Xj - l2 X1, Xj l2 ' -T2 · - -17m,,N, 

P(j,r•) (x,, Xi)- g m,(x,, Xj )! = 1 I it'\) = T20) = 

P(gm,(x,, x) 7' ,r•)(x,, Xj) I i~m•)(·) = T2 O)= T/m,,N 

(the expression it'\) = T 2 (-) means equality for all pairs (x;, X,)EX x X). 

(43a) 

(43b) 

Under the assumption it'l(x,,x)*it'l(x,,x), the probability function of the 

random variable 1,rm•)(x,, Xj)-im,,N)(x,, X1)! assumes the form: 

P(ji(m•)(x,, Xj)-im,,N)(x„ xJ =QI ,r•)o = T20) = 

P(im,,N)(x,, x) * ,r•)o I i2O = T20) = T/m,,N, 

P(l•(me)( ) (m,,N)( )J-1 J •(m,)( )-T ( ))-
/1 X;, XJ - g X1, XJ - l2 · - 2 • -

P( (me,N)( ) _ •(m,) ( ) I •(m,) () _ ( )) _} g X;, Xj - l2 Xi, Xj l2 · -Ti · - -17m,,N· 

The equalities (43a) - (44b) indicate: 

(44a) 

(44b) 



P(Sif.m•=-1/ i~m•>(-)=T,O)= 

p [i1•(m•)c ) (m,,N)( )/- O) c1•(m•)c ) (m,,N)( )/- I) I A () - () J-'I'' x,, Xj - g x,, Xj - r, t, x,, Xj -g X1,Xj - t, . -T, ' -T/m,,N> 

(45a) 

P(S ij.m• =II i~m•)o = T,O) = 

p [q;)m•)(x,, x)-im,,N)(x,, x)/ = I) n(J;;m•>cx,, x)-g<m•.N)(x,, Xj)/ = O) I i~m,,N)(·) = T,O] = 

1-T/m,,N· (45b) 

lt fellows from ( 45a) and ( 45b) that in the case of the tolerance relation, the expected 

value E2(S1J,me) and variance Vari(SIJ,me) of each random variable SIJ,me (<i,J>E J~m•J) assume 

the form - respectively: 

The expected value and the variance of the variable s<m•.N> are equal: 

(46) 

(48) 

(49) 

The properties (48) and (49) of the random variable s<m•.N> are similar to the case of 

averaging approach. 

In the case, when the equivalence relation exists in the set X and the result of 

estimation is errorless the distribution of the random variable s<m,.NJ assumes the form: 

P(l •(m•)c ) (me.N)( )/ o/ •(m•)() ()) t, X;,Xj -g X1,Xj = t, • =T,. = 
P( (m,.N)( )- •(m•>c ) I •(m•)c )- ())-I g X;,Xj -f, X;,Xj f1 · -T, • - -T/m,,N> 

(50a) 

P(l •(m•)c ) (m,,N)( )/ - I/ -,(m,)() _ ( )) _ li X;,Xj -g X;,XJ - li · -T, · -

P( (m,.N)( ) -,(m•)c )/ •(m•)()- ())-g X;, Xj '# f1 X;, Xj f1 · -T, · -T/m,.N> 
(50b) 

P(Ji;m•)(x1, x)-g<m•.N)(x,, Xj)/ =O/ i)mo)(-) =Ti(-))= 

P( (m,.N)( ) _ •(m,)( ) 1 •(me)()- ( ))-g X;, Xj - f2 X;, Xj f1 • -T, · -T/m,.N > 
(51a) 



P(ji~m•)(x,, x)- gk(x,, Xj)I = 1 I i[m•)o = T10) = 
P(g<me,N)(X1, Xj) "F- f~m•\x,, Xj) I i)m•) O= T1 O)= 1-r,m,,N, 

(the expression ,t'\) = T1 O means equality for each (x,, xJeX x X). 

From (50a) and (Slb) it follows, that: 

P(Sij.m• = -1 I it'l(x,, Xj) = T1(x,, Xj)) = 

(51b) 

p [qi)m•icx,, x)-g<m•.N)(x,, Xj)I = O)n <1,t•)(x,, x)-im,,N)(x,, xJI = 1) I ,rm•)o = T1 OJ= 
1-r,m,,N, (52a) 

P(Sij,m, = 1 I i)m•)(x,, Xj) = Ti(x,, x))= 

p lq,rm•J(x,, X1)-g(m,.N)(x,, Xj)I = l)n(ji~m•)(x,, x)-im,,N)(x„ Xj)I = O) I i'[m•)o = T1 OJ= 

T/m,,N· (52b) 

The formulas (52a) and (52b) are the basis for determination of expected value and 

variance of each random variable Sij,m,: 

(53) 

(54) 

The form of above parameters allows to determine the expected value and evaluation 

of variance of the random variable s<m•.N), when the equivalence relation exists in the set X. 

The expected value assumes the form: 

(55) 

while the variance satisfy the condition: 

(56) 

The properties (55) and (56) hold for the equivalence relation, when errorless 

estimation result occurs. However, with the probability 

1-P(i?·m•i, ... , i;1·m•l = x~(I), ... , x:1l I R0l) the result of estimation is different than errorless 

one. Therefore, the value of the random variable s<m,.N) is a realization of a mixture of 

random variables, with similar properties as in the case of the tolerance relation. 



The test for verification the tolerance relation in the set X rests on expected value 

(equal to 1-217m,,N) and evaluation (56) of variance of the random variable s<m•.Nl. The null 

and altemative hypothesis (H2,o and H2,1) of the test can be formulated in the following way: 

with the critical region: 

(57) 

where: at•.Nl_ square root of the variance Var2(s<m•.Nl) evaluation, i.e.: 

The form of the test for the equivalence relation is "symmetric": 

with the critical region: 

(58) 

( a~m,,N) - the same, as in the formula (57)). 

In the case of the tolerance relation, the second type error occurs, when H2.o is 

accepted (i.e. s<m•.N) ~I-217m,,N-Aa~m•.Nl), while the equivalence relation is true (i.e. 

E( s<m•.Nl I H1,0)=2 77 m,,N -1 ). The probability of the event can be evaluated in the following 

way: 

P(s(m,,N):::,:}-2tt -A (m,,N) I H ) = 
'lm•,N G's 1,0 

P(s(m,,N)_(2tt -J)~l-2tt -(2tt -])- A (m,,N) I H ) = 
'lme,N •tme,N •tme,N Us l,0 



P(s<m,,N)_(zT/ -!)>1(m,) (m,,N)I H )<P(ls<m•.N)_(zT/ -1)1>11(m,) (m,,N)I)< 
m•,N -/L.1,0 Us 1,0 - m•,N - A-1,0 G's -

< 1/1(m,)2 
- AJ,O ' (59) 

where the value of lf;•l is detennined in the following way (the expression lf ~•J a~m,,NJ is 

positive under the assumptions made): 

The probability of the second type error in the case the equivalence relation 

(E(s(m,,N) I H2,o)=l-2T/m,,N) is obtained in similar way: 

P( s<m,,N) <2 T/ - I+ A, (m, ,N) I H ) = 
- mt,N as 2,0 

P(s<m•,N)_(l-2T/ )SZT/ -1-(1-2T/ )+Ja(sm,,N) I H20) = 
mt1,N me,N m•,N • 

P(s(m,,N)_(l-2T/ )s2(2T/ -l)+la(m,,N) I H20) = 
me,N m11,N S • 

P(s(m,,N)_(l-2T/ )<1(m,) (m,,N) I H )<P(ls<m•,N)_(l-2T/ )l>I ,(m,) (m,,N) I)< 
mt1,N -A2,0 Gs 2,0 - mfl,N - /L.2,0 as -

s; l/l<m,)2 
2,0 , (61) 

where: 

1(m•)= (2(2T/ -!)+ A, (m,,N))f (m, ,N)=(l (m,,N)_z(l-2T/ ))/ (m,,N) 
A2,0 mt1,N G's Us O's m•,N Gs · (62) 

The probabilities of errors in the tests have to be corrected with the factor 

P( ,(l,m,) ,(l,m,) = '(I) '(I) I R(I)). 
X, , ... ,z.. -X, , ... ,z,. · 

- the corrected significance level for the equivalence relation assumes the form: 

1-(l- _/mehp( •(l.m,) •(l.m,) = '(I) '(I) I R(I)) er J X, , ... ,z.. X, , ... ,z,. , (63) 

- the corrected probability of the second type error for the equivalence relation assumes the 

form: 

1 -(l-ń.m•hp( '0.m•l ,o.m,J = •OJ •(tli ROJ) V -, X, , ... ,z.. X, , ... ,z,. · (64) 



The corrected probabilities of errors for the tolerance relation assume the same form as 

in the case of the equivalence relation. 

4. Summary 

The tests for distinction of the equivalence and tolerance relation in the case of 

multiple comparisons are based on weak assumptions and simple probabilistic inequalities 

and evaluations. Therefore the results of its application can be also of rough type; it is a "cost" 

of non-restricted assumptions about comparisons. However, the tests provide same progress 

in comparison to arbitrary decision. The properties of the tests require further investigation, 

especially with the use ofsimulation approach. 
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